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This is a guest post bv . Diana is the bestselling authol of 46 bool<s r,l'ith nearly 4
rnillion copies sold. Her latest bool< is

to Do About It.

Logic and Emottoxr

Peers expect you to build logical business cases, of course. "Iust don't exp€:ct logical

arguments to win people over to your way of thinking. Even in large corporations that

focus on very logical approaches to , culture, and analysis of data, change
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happens because the leaders find a way to help people see prohlems or sslutions in ways

that influeDce their emotions--not just their reasoning.

Research overwhelmingly confirms that people base buying decisions on em6tion, and

then support them with logic. Or to put it as eloquently as poet Richard Bach clirl:

"compelling reason will never convince blinding emotion."

emotion." -Richard Bach

Tweet This Share on Facebook

Obviously, an emotional appeal may be misused to manipulate others. In such situations,

the very fabric of influence becomes flawed. But used with wisdorn and integrity,

emotional appeals can have tremendous power to sway people to change llor the better.

Here's how:

Speak to the Heart

People often cannot hear logical reasons for change until they work through emotional

issues surrounding that change. In

, I elaborate further on these emotional issues

surrounding a logical need for change:
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. the message itself

r the way the message is phrased

the character and personality of the leader

the listener's interactions with the leader

. the actual setting (physical, emotional, timing)

Analogies, illustrations, and metaphors matter a great deal in your phrasing.

communicates caring, confidence, competence-or incompetenoe. Wh ere and

how you deliver the message determines if it hits a receptive or raw nerve.

Whether you're talking about change, political campaigns, or charity, when you want to

move people to action, speak to evoke emotion*to inspire, to call out theiir best, to

appeal t0 a cause, to stand united. 'Io see how weil emotional appeals work, look no

further than the streets during a crisis.

Calm the Emotional Reaction of Fear

"That's too hard." "I can't master this job." "I can't change that habit.,,

Your challenge: Reduce the distance to the change goal you have for others. Airlines do

it. Restaurants do it. Retailers do it. For example, credit-card companies Jrersuade people

to open new accounts by depositing bonus points into their favorite airline's frequent-

flyer program when they enroll, putting them well on their way to their next mileage

award. Change seems difficult enough already. So your job is to reduce the size of the

change: How can you make change seem less monumental, even small?
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Beware the Power of Negative Emotion to Dwarf your
Influence

Emcltions between leaders and their employees run cleep-and last long. 'Ihat negative

emotion may linger much longer than people can recall the specific words, actions, or

situation that generated it. If you don't believe it, ask those who interwieur job applicants

fbr a living. Such negativity can aff'ect any attempt to reason with people 9r influence

thern to cooperate or perform at their best. When such emotion goes vira.[, it can shut

down teamwork and cross-functional communication.

consider storytelling a Foundational skill

We share our with our friends, family, and strangers on social meclia. We talk

about holiday get-togethers, office projects, and travel mishaps. We clon't clump statistics

or present seven key reasons. Why? Stories engage.

We even tell ourselues stories about why we do what we do . " . about what we said and

why we said it . , . about how something should be done or not done. The stories that go

on in our head prove positively that storytelling is a natural mocle of comrnunication. So

it should be naturaX that we tell others our stories as a means to influence them to accept

an idea or motivate them to act.

Logic alone will rarely change someone's thinking or behavior. To persua<le as a leader,

speak to the heart to drive your message into the brain,

"Logic alone will rarely change someone's thinking." -
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Tweet This Share on Facebrook

Dianna Boolaer

You nlay also like -

Infltrencing Others 5 Principles of Saying Mole With Conficlence: More Leader.s Open
lhe Go-Giver Way Ultimate Influence Less C pelling ltran Doors

Competence
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